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The magical difference between food prepared in a restaurant and that in a home kitchen for
family and friends, is a little ingredient called love. And love is most evident in what is essentially
Cariema Isaacs’s tribute to her late father as she shares their mutual passion for food and
cooking, as well as their Cape Malay heritage. My Cape Malay Kitchen is a breathtakingly
beautiful presentation of some 80 traditional Cape Malay recipes as well as a selection of
modern dishes. These are accompanied by Cariema’s depiction of her childhood growing up in
Bo-Kaap – the Cape Malay Quarter of Cape Town. She includes the religious and cultural
ceremonies, as well as events that have shaped the Cape Malay community into the unique
community it is today. But My Cape Malay Kitchen is still a cookbook, packed with flavourful
food, richly spiced curries, indulgent cakes and decadent desserts, all illustrated with truly
inspirational photography.

“Sometimes a book is multiple things. Recipes. Adventure. Tribute. Education. You’ll find all that
in My Cape Malay Kitchen… “Merger of cuisines” is perhaps the best summary of this book.
Every dish shines with its culinary heritage on display. And every dish has some hook to entice
you to try it. An old friend or a new constellation of spices. My Cape Malay Kitchen is a sweet
book — well spicy, too — and one you’ll find charming and flavorful.”Brian O'Rourke, The
Huffington Post --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorCariema Isaacs was
born in Scotche Kloof in Bo-Kaap, the Cape Malay Quarter in Cape Town. Her first cookbook
Cooking for my father in My Cape Malay Kitchen received rave reviews from the Huffington Post,
and inspired her to attain her culinary diploma from the International Centre for Culinary Arts
Dubai. Cariema was recognized in The Exclusive Books 2016 Homebru Selection celebrating
great South African authors and books, in the category of ‘cookery’. She is an active food
blogger on social media, collaborating with well-known brands and is also the brand
ambassador for the Al Fidaa baking school in Port Elizabeth, a non-profit community baking
school that aims to provide baking courses to underprivileged communities in the Eastern Cape.
Cariema is a Marketing graduate, currently working for a multinational company in the Middle
East. She lives in Dubai with her two sons and husband. More information about her can be
found at www.cariemaisaacs.com
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‘Yours is the light by which my spirit’s born: you are my sun, my moon, and all my stars.’EE
CUMMINGSTo my husband Turhaan, without your love nothing seems possible, without your
love nothing makes sense, without your love I am restless, wandering this earth aimlessly, lost!
You are and always will be my reflection. I love you.‘The sands of time have fallen thus; the moon
and stars are one with usNo more of words or planets far; we must salute the rising
star!’BIENYAMEEN ISAACSTo my brother Bienyameen, who reminds me of my worth in this
world, who turns me toward the light of God when darkness falls and who whispered softly to me
that the absence of this book and this story would have been a loss to the world! I am so blessed
to be your sister. I love you.‘The time has come, go and fetch your father and bring him
home.’AMR ADELTo my mentor and dearest friend, Amr. You reminded me every day that I had a
duty to fulfil, that when God’s time was right, I would be called upon to return to South Africa to
bring my father back home with me – before it was too late. Your presence in my life continues to
be a guiding force. I am eternally grateful…ContentsForewordNotes for the ReaderStews and
BrediesCape Malay ClassicsSmoortjiesCurries – The Magic of Spices, Garlic and GingerBo-
Kaap and My Cape Malay HeritageRamadanEid-al-Fitr and Eid-al-AdhaGreat Food, FastSide
Dishes – Those Underrated Little GemsA Dollop of Sweet LoveGlossaryThanks to…
PostscriptRecipe IndexForeword‘Her absence is like the sky, spread over everything.’CW
LEWIS, ON THE DEATH OF HIS WIFEMy beloved father passed away on 12 March 2013, and
nothing about me seems the same. As time passes by, pushing me further from the day he died,
I continue to feel a tender melancholy that comes from missing someone I have known all my
life. The last six months before he died were spent cooking all of the foods that he loved, with a
promise that I would one day write this book, share my recipes and tell our story.My father,
Moegamad Rashaad Isaacs, was born in District Six on 12 November 1945 and later moved to
Bo-Kaap, the Cape Malay Quarter in Cape Town. He came from a family of talented cooks, who
cooked with pride and passion. My grandmother, Raghmah Hartley, was an amazing woman
and an exceptional cook. I don’t think she ever cooked a bad meal in all her life. It was in her
kitchen that I discovered ingredients such as garlic, ginger, cinnamon and cloves. I’d sit on the
floor, opening all her spice jars and inhaling the exotic fragrances of spices such as cumin,
turmeric, masala and coriander. I’d be given little tasks that made me feel very grown-up, from
peeling potatoes to taking the peas from their pods, completely amazed that those little green
balls would soon be transformed into something so delicious. Her kitchen was small and very
modest, with only the basics needed for cooking, but it was my little castle.My father shared his
mother’s love of good food and cooking. My grandmother taught me how to cook, but what I
learned from my father was even more valuable – he taught me why we cook. He explained that
cooking is both a form of prayer/meditation and of charity (which is why some people find it so
therapeutic). He went on to explain that every single ingredient used in a dish is from the Divine
and should therefore be used with care. He wanted me to understand that when I am preparing
a meal and serving people, I have an opportunity to share a part of myself with them. He insisted
that cooking has to be a labour of love; else all you will end up with is an unappetising



assortment of warm ingredients.My father believed that the only way to cook is to cook with love.
He also believed that the only way to eat was with someone, never alone…This is for you,
Pappa, the heart of my kitchen!Notes for the Reader‘Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a
fruit, wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.’MILES KINGTONIt is essential to know and acquaint
yourself with the information I am about to share, as this will aid in achieving success when
using the recipes in this book.UNDERSTAND YOUR STOVETOP SETTINGSWhat does it mean
when a recipe refers to a ‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’ setting? What are the actual temperatures
being referred to?Heat generation and intensity depends not only on the type of electric device
you are using, but also on the type of pot being used, for example aluminium, ceramic, cast iron,
and so on. I can get scientific about this, but that may put a novice off from even wanting to
attempt any recipe. Thus all you really need to know is that medium will be hotter than low, and
high will be hotter than medium; medium falls somewhere in between low and high. The lower
settings usually create a gentle simmer and a medium to high setting creates a rapid to
sweltering simmer.THE TIMING OF ALL THINGSTo the best of my ability, I’ve timed and tested
all my recipes to ensure that the end result is exceptional. However, it’s important to do random
checks and taste tests because individual tastes differ and so, too, quality of ingredients, more
specifically meat, vegetables and baking ingredients.WHAT IS A SMALL, MEDIUM OR LARGE
ONION/POTATO/TOMATO?Most of the recipes in this book call for medium or large onions. A
medium-sized onion equates to the size of a lemon and large is the size of an orange or apple.
To be more precise, a medium onion should yield approximately 1 cup of chopped onion. A large
onion should yield close to or just less than 2 cups of chopped onion.SALT, MORE SALT AND A
LITTLE BIT OF SUGARBear in mind that the majority of my recipes are Cape Malay based,
which means that the addition of sugar is essential. It all comes down to individual palates and
preference, therefore always do a taste test before serving and adjust seasoning where
required.HOT, MILD AND SLIGHT HEATChillies used for the recipes in this book are local
chillies, which are typically mild and are added for slight heat and to enhance flavour. Dried chilli
powder or chilli flakes are much hotter than fresh ones, thus use with caution. The paprika I use
is neither sweet nor hot and is suitable to enhance flavour and add colour to the dish.CURRY
GRAVIESCape Malay curries have a much thicker gravy than Indian-based curries because a
fair amount of tomatoes are added to the dish. I often use a combination of fresh and canned
tomatoes. By all means, forego the canned tomatoes and incorporate fresh, ripe tomatoes. It’s
important to note, though, that you will have to add at least three large, ripe tomatoes or four to
five small to medium-sized ones to ensure a lush, thick gravy.CURRY SPICESI only use four
types of powdered spices for curries: turmeric, ground cumin, roasted or leaf masala and kokhni
masala. These are very popular in Cape Town and are spices that I have cooked with for many
years. The kokhni masala contains a combination of dried chilli flakes and chilli powder, but is
not as pungent as pure chilli powder. If you’re unsure about which spices to use or in the
absence of the masalas I’ve mentioned here, then simply use a good quality chilli powder or
curry powder, along with the turmeric and ground cumin.BRANDED PRODUCTSSome of the



branded products mentioned in this book are ones that I use for cooking and have also been
passed on to me. You may use substitutes if you so wish, but I cannot guarantee that the taste
will not be compromised.EATING IS A NECESSITY, COOKING IS AN ARTIf you’re going to
approach cooking with finesse and love, then chances are you’ll end up with a dish that reflects
just that! I am excited and thrilled to be able to present these recipes to you, and hope that they
fill your home with love as they have mine for so many years.Stews and Bredies‘Food, like a
loving touch or a glimpse of divine power, has the ability to comfort.’NORMAN KOLPASThere
are many dishes that define Cape Malay cuisine, but none of them so aptly defines ‘comfort’ like
that of a traditional Cape Malay bredie. A bredie is typically a stew made with meat and
vegetables, slow-cooked in a fairly saucy gravy often referred to as lang sous (sauce that is fairly
thick and plentiful).What sets a Cape Malay bredie apart from a traditional stew is the way in
which the meat is braised, along with the addition of either a green chilli in dishes such as Pea
Bredie (p. 18) or chilli flakes in Cauliflower Bredie (p. 14).Bredies conjure up fond memories of
tucking my fork into my dad’s plate, as our thoughts drifted to the wonderful recollections of
eating numerous meals at my grandmother’s table in Bo-Kaap in the Cape Malay Quarter of
Cape Town, where life was simple and the food simply delicious!WHAT I KNOW FOR SURE
ABOUT BREDIESA certain level of skill and experience is required to make a good bredie. You
will need time, for a bredie cannot be rushed. You will need to be alert and attentive when you
braise the meat because there is a significant difference between browning the meat and over-
browning it, where bits of it end up burnt and may give the dish a bitter taste. Sometimes this
situation can be rescued with the addition of a little sugar.Choose your meat carefully – when it
comes to braising and slow-cooking, shoulder of lamb is ideal. It is rich in connective tissue and,
when cooked for a long time, becomes meltingly tender and luscious. So too is thick rib, lamb
shank and leg of lamb. The connective tissue is the fibre that holds the muscles in place and it is
high in collagen, which becomes tender and gelatinous with long cooking.When you add the
vegetables is very important, but it depends on the type of vegetables you are using. For root
vegetables such as carrots, you’ll want to cook them until tender but still firm enough to retain
their shape, and for the sweetness of the carrots to be tasted and not to be lost in the gravy.The
most flavoursome way to cook a bredie is with vegetable oil. How much oil you use depends on
how much fat you have on the meat. If you have a fair amount of fat on the meat, then 1 Tbsp (15
ml) oil is more than enough. If the meat has very little to no fat then 2 Tbsp (30 ml) oil is required.
I’ll let you in on a family secret that has been passed on from my great-grandmother to my
grandmother and from my grandmother to me: use 1 Tbsp (15 ml) oil when you braise the meat
and add the last tablespoon of oil about 5 minutes before the dish is served. My father also
believed it adds just the right level of moisture to the entire dish and produces a beautifully rich
and silky sauceCauliflower BredieThe holy grail of bredies and a firm favourite among the Cape
Malay community. My father cooked this for me when I was pregnant with my eldest son,
Tawfeeq. During this time I had an intense craving for two things: strawberries, and cauliflower
bredie! I found myself at my parents’ home at least once a week, tucking into what my husband



has now fondly christened: ‘the national flower of our home’. The best part of eating this with my
Pappa was taking a slice of freshly buttered white bread and scraping the last bits of the
leftovers from the bottom of the pot! SERVES 6–82 Tbsp (30 ml) sunflower oil1 large onion,
finely chopped1 green chilli, halved lengthways or 1⁄4 tsp (1.25 ml) dried chilli flakes (optional)2
tsp (10 ml) salt700 g–1 kg mutton (on the bone)2 tsp (10 ml) sugar2 C (500 ml) water1 large
cauliflower, cleaned and cut into palm-sized portions3–4 medium potatoes, peeled and
quartered1.Heat 1 Tbsp (15 ml) of the oil over a medium/high heat. Add the onion and
chilli.2.Cook for 2–3 minutes, stirring frequently, until the onion is lightly browned. Season with
salt. Add the meat and continue to cook over a medium/high heat, all the while searing the meat
and browning it evenly. Add the sugar and cook for a further 5 minutes.3.As the meat and onion
are just about to catch on the bottom of the pot, add 1 C (250 ml) of the water to the braised
meat.4.Ensure that you stir the meat and gently scrape any bits from the bottom of the pot. Cook
over a high heat for 5 minutes, covered and 2 minutes, uncovered.5.As the moisture evaporates
again, stir the meat until you notice it browning again and add another 1⁄2 C (125 ml) water. Cook,
covered, for a further 5 minutes over high heat.6.Arrange the cauliflower florets on top of the
meat and add the remaining 1⁄2 C (125 ml) water.7.Turn the heat down to a medium setting and
simmer for at least 45 minutes.8.Gently wedge the quartered potatoes in between the cooked
ingredients and cook, covered, for a further 20 minutes over a medium heat. It’s advisable at this
stage to taste for seasoning and add additional salt and/or sugar to taste.9.Cook, covered, over
a medium to low heat for 15–20 minutes more, allowing the potatoes to soften and gently
simmer in the warmth of the cooked cauliflower and meat.10.Add the remaining 1 Tbsp (15 ml)
oil and remove from the heat.11.Serve hot with fluffy White Rice (pp. 164–165) and
accompanied by a vegetable or lemon atchar.CABBAGE BREDIE VARIATION: Substitute the
cauliflower florets for roughly shredded cabbage and reduce the cooking time by 20 minutes –
follow the same steps and add a good sprinkling of dried chilli flakes.Carrot Stew
(Worteltjiebredie)Worteltjiebredie has a bright and colourful appearance. I would cook this dish
on the days when my father was unwell. I read somewhere that the colour orange ‘embodies the
warmth of fire’. It’s meant to create a vibrant energy, instilling a feeling of celebration and great
abundance, a sensation of comfort and enjoyment of all of the senses that fills the mind, body
and soul. Like most days during those last few months, I would find him reading the Holy Quran,
looking very fragile and particularly vulnerable. I would set the tray down and he’d smile and say
what he always said whenever we would have an opportunity to eat together: ‘There is no
moment more precious than a moment shared between a father and his daughter.’ SERVES 6–
82 Tbsp (30 ml) sunflower oil1 large onion, finely chopped2 whole allspice3 whole cloves1 tsp (5
ml) salt700 g–1 kg mutton (on the bone)2 tsp (10 ml) sugar21⁄2 C (625 ml) water6–8 large carrots,
peeled and cut into strips resembling French fries3–4 medium potatoes, peeled and quartered1
tsp (5 ml) freshly ground black pepper1 tsp (5 ml) finely chopped fresh parsley1.Heat 1 Tbsp (15
ml) of the oil over a medium/high heat and add the onion, allspice and cloves. Cook for 2–3
minutes, stirring frequently, until the onion is lightly browned. Season with salt and continue to



stir frequently.2.Add the meat and give it a good stir. Continue to cook over a medium/high heat,
all the while searing the meat and browning it evenly. Add the sugar and cook for a further 5
minutes.3.As the meat and onion are just about to catch on the bottom of the pot, add 1 C (250
ml) of the water. Ensure that you stir the meat and gently scrape any bits from the bottom of the
pot.4.Cook this over a high heat for 5 minutes, covered, and 2 minutes, uncovered, while
occasionally stirring the ingredients.5.As the moisture evaporates again, stir the meat until you
notice it browning again, then add another 1 C (250 ml) water to the pot. Cook, covered, for a
further 5 minutes over a medium/high heat.6.Allow the meat to cook for a further 10–15 minutes
over a medium heat, before adding the carrots and then the potatoes. The pot should be
layered, i.e. meat, carrots, potatoes. Season with black pepper and continue to cook, covered,
over a medium heat for another 10 minutes.7.Remove the lid from the pot and gently stir until the
meat, carrots and potatoes are well coated in the gravy. Add the parsley and remaining 1⁄2 C (125
ml) water. Continue to cook for another 5 minutes until the potatoes and carrots are tender. Add
the remaining 1 Tbsp (15 ml) oil and give it a last stir.8.Remove from the heat. Serve hot with
fluffy White Rice (pp. 164–165), accompanied by a beetroot salad.CARROT AND PEA BREDIE
VARIATION: A can of peas, drained and rinsed, can be added right at the end, and cooked over
a gentle heat for about 10 minutes before serving.Pea Bredie (Ertjiebredie)My grandmother
cooked this dish using fresh peas right out of the pods. These days I use canned peas, very
much like my father did. He would take his time cooking the meat, making sure that it was seared
really well and braised to have a deep, rich, stew-like appearance. The potatoes were added
only when the meat was tender and the onions had rendered down to form a lovely, thick gravy.
He’d add a sprinkling of fresh black pepper just before the peas were added. The peas were
always added to the pot right at the end of the process and cooked for no more than 10 minutes.
My father believed that the peas needed to be slightly firm, but not hard, and certainly not
mushy. SERVES 4–62 Tbsp (30 ml) sunflower oil1 large onion, finely chopped1 green chilli,
halved lengthways1 tsp (5 ml) salt1 kg mutton2 tsp (10 ml) sugar21⁄2 C (625 ml) water3–4
medium potatoes, peeled and quartered1 tsp (5 ml) freshly ground black pepper3 cans (410 g
each) good quality peas, rinsed and drained1.Heat 1 Tbsp (15 ml) of the oil over a medium/high
heat and add the onion and chilli.2.Cook for 5 minutes, stirring frequently, until the onion is lightly
browned. Season with salt. Add the meat and continue to cook over high heat, searing the meat
and browning it evenly.3.Add the sugar and, as the meat and onion are just about to catch on the
bottom of the pot, gradually add 1⁄2 C (125 ml) of the water, small amounts at a time. Ensure that
you stir the meat and gently scrape any bits from the bottom of the pot.4.As the moisture
evaporates, stir the meat until you notice it browning once more, then add another 2 C (500 ml)
of water.5.Allow the meat to cook on high for another 10 minutes and then turn the heat down to
medium for 40–50 minutes before adding the potatoes.6.Season with black pepper and
continue to cook over a medium heat for another 10 minutes, or until the potatoes are
tender.7.Add the peas and DO NOT stir or mix, just allow the bredie to simmer gently in its own
juices for about 10 minutes.8.Add the remaining 1 Tbsp (15 ml) oil and gently stir the pot until



the meat, potatoes and peas are combined.9.Remove from the heat. Serve hot with fluffy White
Rice (pp. 164–165), accompanied by a beetroot salad.Tomato Bredie (Tamatiebredie)Tomato
bredie has truly earned its place as a firm favourite among South Africans, not only on Cape
Malay tables but also in Afrikaner households. You must take your time when cooking this dish.
Any shortcuts will leave you with a watery gravy that will collect on the edges of your plate and
won’t be dense enough for the rice to soak up. What you should be aiming for is a deep crimson
appearance, succulent meat, a hint of heat from the green chilli, tender potatoes and that
distinctive sweetness that balances the acidity of the tomatoes. SERVES 4–61 Tbsp (15 ml)
sunflower oil2 medium onions, finely chopped1 green chilli, halved lengthways1 tsp (5 ml) salt1
kg mutton1 C (250 ml) water5–6 very ripe tomatoes, skinned and grated or blended1 tsp (5 ml)
tomato paste3–4 medium potatoes, peeled and quartered1⁄2 C (125 ml) sugar1.Heat the oil over
a medium/high heat, add the onions and chilli and cook for 3 minutes, stirring frequently until the
onions are translucent. Season with salt.2.Add the meat and continue to cook on a high heat for
another 10 minutes. Add the water and cook for a further 5 minutes on high.3.Add the tomatoes
and tomato paste and cook over a medium heat for at least 30 minutes.4.Add the potatoes and
simmer for a further 10 minutes on a gentle, low heat. The potatoes should be partially cooked
before adding the sugar at the end.5.To finish the dish, allow to simmer gently on a low heat for a
further 15 minutes.6.Remove from the heat. Serve hot with fluffy White Rice (pp. 164–
165).Sugar Bean Stew (Boontjiebredie)Sugar bean bredie is a bredie traditionally served at
Cape Malay funerals. There is some initial preparation required, but even that is fairly simple to
do. Sugar bean bredie was eaten at our house on a cold, wintery day when you could hear the
northwesterly wind howling outside and the rain beating against the windows. My dad also
always made sure that there would be enough for leftovers because all Cape Malays know that
boontjiebredie tastes so much better the next day! SERVES 6–81 × 500 g packet speckled
sugar beans1 Tbsp (15 ml) oil1 large onion, finely chopped1 green chilli, halved lengthways1 tsp
(5 ml) salt1 kg mutton or lamb, cubed3 C (750 ml) water1⁄2 tsp (2.5 ml) black pepper1 large ripe
tomato, skinned and grated1 tsp (5 ml) tomato paste1 tsp (5 ml) sugarPreparing the
beans1.Rinse and drain the beans and ensure that any little stones are removed before placing
them in a large bowl. Cover the beans adequately with 1–2 litres boiling water and leave to soak
overnight.2.Rinse and drain the beans the following morning and place them back into the bowl.
Cover with boiling water a second time and soak for 1–2 hours until the beans have plumped
up.3.Drain the beans and place into a large pot. Add 4 cups (1 litre) of water and cook the beans
over a high heat for about 1 hour until tender. Notice that a thick, smooth gravy will also have
formed at this stage – remove from the heat and set aside.Preparing the bredie1.In a separate
pot, heat the oil over a medium/high heat. Add the onion, chilli, salt and meat and continue to
cook for 10 minutes.2.Add 1⁄2 C (125 ml) of the water, turn the heat down to medium and simmer
for 15 minutes.3.Transfer the beans, including the gravy, into the same pot as the meat. Add 2 C
(500 ml) water, the black pepper, grated tomato, tomato paste and sugar and cook over a high
heat for 10–15 minutes.4.Reduce the heat to a medium setting and cook for 30 minutes until the



gravy has transformed into a lush sauce and the beans are tender and soft. Additional water can
be added as the gravy thickens.5.Remove from the heat. Serve hot with fluffy White Rice (pp.
164–164) and Cape Malay Tomato and Onion Salad (p. 176).SUGAR BEAN CURRY
VARIATION: Omit the black pepper and prepare the same way as you would sugar bean bredie.
Add one portion of curry sauce, consisting of 1 × 410 g can tomato purée, 1 heaped tsp (6 ml) of
masala, 11⁄2 tsp (7.5 ml) ground cumin, 1 heaped tsp (6 ml) turmeric and 1⁄2 tsp (2.5 ml) chilli
paste. Garnish with roughly chopped fresh coriander just before serving.Cape Malay
Classics‘Call them vintage or heritage recipes – I know these dishes as my childhood, my first
taste of Indonesia, Malaysia and India in my Cape Malay home in Bo-Kaap.’CARIEMA
ISAACSMy father believed these heritage recipes are a true reflection of what our forefathers
brought to the shores of the Cape. A colleague of mine, Lucky Wati, who was born in Java,
confirms that our Denningvleis (p. 32) may well be a variation of what Indonesians call dengdeng
– cooked with tamarind for tartness and brown sugar for sweetness. She goes on to explain that
her husband hails from Sumatra, a little place in the heart of Batavia. This region is known to
cook spicy and aromatic dishes, and I suspect this is where Mavroom or Mavrou (p. 35) – a
Cape Malay dish very similar to their beef rendang – came from.These dishes are also all
commonly served with rice, another staple that we have in common with the Malaysian and
Indonesian folk. I discovered that the Cape Malay roti is identical to the Malaysian roti, which is
called roti canai. It was adapted from the Indian roti paratha and has a slight but distinctive
difference in texture, with a very crispy and flaky exterior.Malaysian and Indonesian cuisine is
simple food, filled with robust flavour and served in generous portions, which aim to feed an
entire family or cater for the arrival of unexpected guests. Nothing is wasted; with fish, chicken or
meat the entire carcass is used when cooking a meal. The majority of these families, very much
like the Bo-Kaap community of the early 1900s, were not well-off or affluent. At the core of the
Cape Malay philosophy about wastage is the influence of our Islamic faith. It is considered a sin
to be wasteful, especially when it comes to food, and it is recommended that it be shared with
the community, especially those less fortunate, instead of discarding it. For so many struggling
Bo-Kaap families, dishes were created and sufficient quantities made with the sole focus of
feeding the family and allowing no-one to go hungry, not even the neighbours.Offal also became
a big part of Cape Malay cuisine as it was more affordable than meat in the early twentieth
century. My dad use to narrate stories about eating braised sheep’s head and brains, tomato
pootjies (trotters) and penslawer (tripe). My Malaysian friend, Rehana Kitchilan, smiles when I
talk about offal and says her mom makes the best trotters and tripe dishes, not to mention brains
and tongue. Again, I see the similarities. Ox liver is much loved in Malaysia (lamb liver is never
used) and in Indonesia it is marinated in garlic and lemon juice. In Malaysia, though, they use
vinegar to break down the pungent taste of the liver – very similar to the way that the Cape
Malays prepare liver. Even when I was growing up I remember eating braised lung, another
delicacy the Indonesians love.What astounds me most is that many of these types of dishes
don’t require a wide variety of spices. If you only have salt and pepper, then you are well on your



way. The simplicity of these dishes and their preparation once again affirms that ‘less is more’ in
Cape Malay cooking!
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Celebration of Home Cooking, Coconut & Sambal: Recipes from my Indonesian Kitchen,
Casablanca: My Moroccan Food, The Island Kitchen: Recipes from Mauritius and the Indian
Ocean, Zahav: A World of Israeli Cooking, Red Sands: Reportage and Recipes Through Central
Asia, from Hinterland to Heartland



faeriefae, “Great gift for anyone who cooks. Great South African recipes”

Island Hopper, “Fab cook book. Could not recommend this recipe book enough, its the food I
grew up on in South Africa. Traditional Cape Malay and it doesnt get any better. Every kitchen
should have a copy”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Scrumptious recipes. I love her recipes they are easy to use and full of
flavour”

carmencita, “Tasty recipes. This book too me straight back to many memories of my childhood.
So pleased I bought it.”

Tracey, “Good book that contains all you need to know about Cape Malay cooking. Been looking
for the koeksister and roti recipes”

The book by Emma Rose has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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